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We demonstrate that the radial degree of freedom of strings of trapped ions in the quantum regime may

be prepared and controlled accurately through the variation of the external trapping potential while at the

same time its properties are measurable with high spatial and temporal resolution. This provides a new

testbed giving access to static and dynamical properties of the physics of quantum-many-body systems

and quantum phase transitions that are hard to simulate on classical computers. Furthermore, it allows for

the creation of double well potentials with experimentally accessible tunneling rates, with applications in

testing the foundations of quantum physics and precision sensing.
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Introduction.—Developing the ability to control and
measure the dynamics of quantum-many-body systems
with high accuracy as well as spatial and temporal resolu-
tion is a central goal in modern quantum physics. The
recent development of ion trap technology, in particular,
has enabled precise control of the internal and external
degrees of freedom in strings of ions [1,2] which can be
used for quantum information processing [3] as well as
quantum simulations [4]. Theoretical schemes were pro-
posed which use the phononic excitation to simulate scalar
fields, either for the simulation of the spin boson model [5]
or for the simulation of the vacuum [6]. In this context the
longitudinal motion of the ions was considered. This leads
to significant restrictions when using the motion to simu-
late quantum fields, both in the accessible dynamics (since
quantum critical behavior cannot be reached directly) as
well as in the measurement of local properties of the
motion of the system, since only the global eigenmodes
of the system may be accessed.

In contrast, here we demonstrate that the radial motion
of the ions simulates a scalar field whose effective mass
may be adjusted freely and precisely by the sole variation
of the radially confining potential and that local and global
properties of the radial motion can be measured accurately.
In this approach the phonons of the crystal simulate the
bosonic excitations of other fields. Crucially, this enables
precise control near the symmetry breaking phase transi-
tion from a linear to a zigzag configuration (see Fig. 1).
This transition is well known at the classical, high-
temperature, level [7]. Advanced laser cooling techniques,
however, make it possible to prepare the system close to its
motional ground state and to control, manipulate, and
probe it in the quantum regime, accessing its quantum
phase transition and a large variety of linear and nonlinear
scalar quantum fields. Furthermore, at zero temperature the
ground state in the symmetry broken zigzag phase is
degenerate and thus realizes an ‘‘intrinsic’’ double well
(DW) potential whose parameters such as width and depth
may be controlled precisely via the overall external con-

fining potential without the need for micron-sized elec-
trodes at high voltages. The latter approach may subject the
ions to unwanted heating effects due to the proximity to the
electrodes and would thus make the observation of quan-
tum behavior challenging despite remarkable progress in
segmented traps [8]. In the remainder of this Letter, we will
demonstrate the versatility and promise of the proposed
system by presenting several possible applications.
The Hamiltonian.—A system of N ions of mass m is

subject to external harmonic potentials in the radial (x� y)
plane and axial (z) direction as well as their mutual electro-
static repulsion. The potential in the y direction is much
stronger than in the x direction, reducing the problem to
two spatial dimensions. This can be achieved both in linear
ion traps and in Penning traps [9]. Then the Hamiltonian is
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FIG. 1 (color online). Geometric transition between a linear
and a 2D zigzag formation. The rotational symmetry has to be
broken by the electrode structure. By controlling the external
potential and hence the transversal oscillation frequency !x, a
DW structure is realized after crossing the critical trapping
frequency !c [see below Eq. (2)] for which the ground state is
a superposition of the two zigzag configurations.
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where x̂i and ẑi are components of the position operators of
the ith ion. For the numerical examples in this work, we fix
the strength of the confining potential such that the mo-
tional frequency in the axial direction is !z ¼ 2��
1 MHz. For each !x we may then determine the equilib-
rium arrangement of the electrostatic problem posed here.
A fourth-order Taylor expansion of the potential yields the
effective Hamiltonian
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the coupling to axial modes which exists in third and fourth
order has been omitted. While for !x � !c the contribu-
tion of the nonlinear terms is small, by lowering !x we
decrease �ii leading to an increase of hx̂2i and thus of the
contribution of the nonlinear terms. Eventually, at a critical
value !c � 3N!z=ð4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
logN
p Þ (for N � 1) [11] of the ex-

ternal confining potential !x, a transition from a linear
chain (!x � !c) to a zigzag configuration (!x � !c)
takes place (Fig. 1). Now we present properties of the
linear and zigzag phases and the phase transition between
the two, demonstrating the versatility and controllability of
the system.

Scalar quantum field with adjustable mass.—The
Hamiltonian (2) describes a nonlinear scalar field on a
lattice. The ions form a chain of coupled harmonic oscil-
lators where each ion represents a lattice site whose mo-
tional excitations play the role of the excitations of the
nonlinear field. The effective mass of the field, which is
determined by the local potential, may be adjusted via the
free parameter !x which, in turn, can be controlled by the
choice of the external potentials. At the point of phase
transition between the linear chain and zigzag formation
(Fig. 1), the nonlinear terms in the Hamiltonian become
important and the field becomes massless and thus critical.
This allows for the exploration of critical phenomena in
such systems. While entanglement properties of linear
quantum fields, for example, have attracted considerable
attention [12], nonlinear fields have proven largely inac-
cessible to analytical work so far. The setting we propose
here allows for an experimental study of entanglement
properties even in such nonlinear quantum fields which
may differ from those of linear fields.

A linearized model for a chain of ions, i.e., the regime
where!x � !c, is obtained by expanding x̂i and p̂i for the
radial motion at site i into normal modes of frequency !n

with annihilation and creation operators an and a
y
n , respec-
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the normal mode coefficients of the crystal. Then in the
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and the zigzag configurations, one normal mode becomes
massless; its frequency !n vanishes. In a linearized model
the massless mode leads to diverging hx̂2i, while hp̂2i
remains finite. Hence, near the transition point the en-
tropy of the harmonic oscillator at location i, which
quantifies its entanglement with the remainder of the

chain, diverges, satisfying Si1ð!xÞ ¼ logð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffihx2ihp2ip
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fects, however, will prevent the entanglement entropy
from diverging, thus presenting an interesting diversion
from the behavior of linear fields.
Intrinsic double well potential.—In the symmetry bro-

ken phase (zigzag), the ground state is twofold degenerate
so that the ion crystal realizes an intrinsic quantum me-
chanical DW potential. By controlling the external confin-
ing potential, we are able to set the values a and b of the
effective potential seen by the ionic crystal of the form
VðxÞ ¼ Vð0Þ þ 1

2að!Þx2 þ 1
4bð!Þx4 þ � � � resulting in an

effective DW structure with a distance d ¼ 2ð�a=bÞ1=2
between the two minima, while the width of the ground

state of each well is � ¼ ½@=ð2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�ma
p Þ�1=2. When

a2=4b � @
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�2a=mp

, each well is sufficiently deep to ac-
commodate one energy level. Note that this potential is not
a passive external potential but results from internal
Coulomb forces together with the external potential.
Importantly, measurable tunneling rates are achievable
with experimentally realistic values for the external con-

TABLE I. The values at the optimal point of the transition for
systems from three to seven ions, i.e., the point where the DW is
created. The first three rows show the local frequency of each
single well of the DW, the tunneling rate, and the distance
between them at the optimal point. The distances are calculated
for !z ¼ 2�� 1 MHz and scale as 1=!2=3. The last row shows
the value of the deviation of the frequency from the critical one
at the optimal point, i.e., the frequency precision needed for the
experiment. In order to reach this frequency precision, a voltage
precision of 0.1 V in the ac as well as mV stability and precision
on dc is needed (assuming an applied ac voltage of a few
hundred volts and a dc potential of a few volts). These are
achievable with current technology.

3-ZZ 4-ZZ 5-ZZ 6-ZZ 7-ZZ

Local freq [2� kHz] 111 143 172 200 226

Tunneling rate [2� kHz] 26 34 41 48 55

Distance [nm] 594 341 339 282 270

Radial freq (!x �!c)[2� kHz] 2 2.4 3 3.4 3.6
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fining potentials (see Table I). The crucial advantage of the
present approach as outlined above is that it obviates the
need for micron scale electrodes carrying high voltages.
The mechanism proposed here opens a new route to the
demonstration and control of DW quantum dynamics for
ions and its application for the exploration of the classical-
quantum boundary and as a system for interferometry.

Manipulation and measurement.—We now discuss
methods to rotate the quantum state formed by the DW
potential over the entire Bloch sphere, schemes to verify
this manipulation, and ways of measuring coherence and
tunneling rates in the DW potential.

The first approach maps the external dof of the ions into
their electronic dof employing a laser on the red sideband
defined by the transition frequency between the two lowest
energy levels of the DW jLþ Ri and jL� Ri (see Fig. 2)
and thus realizing the following Hamiltonian: Hint ¼
�rð��jL� RihLþ Rj þ H:c:Þ, where �� is the lowering
operator of the internal dof. The Rabi frequency �r is

proportional to �r ¼ e��2=2 sinðkxÞ½1þOðe�ðxl=�xÞ2Þ�,
where � is the Lamb-Dicke parameter multiplied by the
factor of the addressed ion in the normal mode, �x is the
width of the wave function of one well, and xl is the
distance between the two minima. Therefore manipulation
of the external dof is achieved by a three step procedure:
first mapping it onto the electronic dof, followed by its
manipulation employing an on-resonance laser, and then
subsequently mapping it back. Note that the system does
not have to be in the Lamb-Dicke regime for this manipu-
lation to work. The manipulation of the motional dof may
also be achieved by Raman transitions j # Li !
j " Ci !j # Ri (Fig. 2) leaving the internal spin state un-
affected. Another way would be to apply an rf field on
resonance with the energy between the jLþ Ri and jL�
Ri states.

An alternative approach uses our ability to move adia-
batically back and forth across the phase transition. In this

way we can generate any desired state in the DW potential
by controlling the state in the single well potential. The
ground state j0i (j1i) of the single well evolves adiabati-
cally into jLi þ jRi (jLi � jRi) in the DW. To remain
adiabatic, the rate should be less than the minimal energy
gap (which does not vanish as explained above) but higher
than the decoherence rate. A numerical simulation at zero
temperature (Fig. 3) shows that high fidelities can be
achieved for transition rates that are smaller than the
energy gap. It should be noted that it is only necessary to
cool the zigzag (ZZ) mode since all others interact through
nonlinearities whose effect can be seen to be small.
Nonlinearities increase with the number of ions, and thus
for large chains cooling should be necessary for all of the
radial modes. The parameters were taken from Ref. [13],
when we have scaled the damping rate by ð!e=�Þ2, where
!e is the trapping frequency in Ref. [13] and � is the
energy gap in our case (26 kHz). The procedure would be
the following: preparing three ions in the motional ground
state of the ZZ mode in the single well potential and
adiabatically reducing the radial confinement until the
system undergoes the phase transition into the ground state
of the DW potential jLþ Ri. For manipulation the poten-
tial can be adiabatically increased until the system is back
in the single well and in the Lamb-Dicke regime, then
applying a rf-� pulse to transfer the state into the internal
dof, manipulating the system, mapping back, and finally
transferring the system adiabatically to the DW state.
Measuring can be done in an analogous way.
In order to investigate tunneling, the system could be

prepared in the jLi state in the DW to be confirmed by
position sensitive measurement. After 1=ð26 kHzÞ 	
30 �s the system should have evolved into state jRi. By
analyzing the statistics of an ensemble of measurements
for one specific tunneling duration and increasing the
duration stepwise by changing the external potential could
allow one to see a sinusoidal oscillation of the probability

FIG. 2 (color online). DWenergy levels for the three ions case.
The DW potential shows the ground state (jLþ Ri) and the first
motional excited state (jL� Ri) of the ZZ mode. The inset
shows the internal level structure. Since the energy gap is equal
for both transitions, the manipulation can be done with one laser
with Rabi frequency �1 appropriately detuned to the red side-
band with detuning 	. When the wave function of level jCi
extends across both wells and whose energy is thus well above
the gap between the two lowest lying states, this achieves a
transition. The manipulation of the external (dof) may also be
achieved by applying a rf drive, in which case the Rabi frequency
is proportional to 3!l=4xl.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Fidelity for the transition between the
ground state of a single and DW potential for three ions (minimal
energy gap is 26 kHz; see Table I). The initial state is the ground
state of the single well potential. The wave function is evolved
numerically, while the trapping potential reduces linearly in
time. The figure shows the overlap with the ground state of the
DWat the end of the sweep. The overlap decreases for high rates
due to Landau Zener transitions and for low rates due to coupling
with the environment.
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to measure state jLi from which the coherence time could
be deduced.

Realizations.—The ideas presented here may be realized
in linear Paul traps as well as Penning traps. Linear Paul
traps will exhibit micromotion when ions are displaced
from the trap axis. Nevertheless, for small displacements,
as discussed here, micromotion will lead to minor deco-
herence effects and a renormalization of the depth and
width of the DW potential which is not significant.
Penning traps, on the other hand, do not suffer from micro-
motion at all, and thus the crystal may be even less sus-
ceptible to decoherence. However, observations need to
take place in a rotating frame in which the effect of the
magnetic field is cancelled [14].

The realization of the DW potential described here could
open the way to interferometry at the nanoscale. Ion traps
have already been used as a measurement apparatus at the
nanoscale [15] and DWs for single atoms, and Bose-
Einstein condensates have been used for precise measure-
ment in interferometry experiments [16,17]. For ions the
DW structure is insensitive to linear and quadratic low
frequency perturbations, since linear perturbations would
shift the potential and quadratic ones will shift the tran-
sition point. An interferometry schemewhich is realized by
openings and closing the DW (like in [18]) potential could
estimate the cubic parts of the trapping potentials. This
interferometry experiment will measure the averaged cubic
term, when the average is performed over the axial part of
the potential. Thus by using the intrinsic DW potential
created by the ion string, precise measurements of non-
linear electric and linear magnetic fields on the nanoscale
would be possible while being insensitive to linear pertur-
bations. Nonlinear terms of electric fields can be measured
by observing dephasing of the spatial dofs, and linear terms
of magnetic fields can be measured by using the magnetic
levels. To measure the correlations of the gradients of the
magnetic field, a magnetic sensitive state of the atomic part
can be prepared. After opening and closing the trap, the
collected phase difference during the procedure would
manifest itself in crystal phonons. This phase difference
h�
2i is proportional to

R
dt1dt2hrBðxi; t1ÞrBðxj; t2Þi.

Thus the interferometric procedure would measure the
hrBðxi; t1ÞrBðxj; t2Þi or the h4Eðxi; t1Þ 4 Eðxj; t2Þi corre-
lations, where xi and xj are the locations of the ZZ ions.

The scalability in this scheme is limited by the ground state
cooling of the chain. On the one hand, single ion address-
ing is not needed in this scheme, and thus strong trapping
frequencies are possible also for large number of ions; on
the other hand, nonlinearities become larger with increas-
ing strength, in which case a whole ion chain cooling is
needed.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that in the quan-
tum regime the transversal motion of chains of trapped ions
and its symmetry breaking configurational phase transition
provide an ideal testbed for a variety of physical effects.

These range from the properties of nonlinear lattice field
models, the Kibble-Zurek mechanism, i.e., defect forma-
tion when traversing the phase transition, and, importantly,
the possibility for the demonstration of coherent tunneling
between degenerate ground states of the intrinsic DW
potentials formed in the symmetry broken phase. The
latter, when realized for trapped ions, opens the way to a
series of interferometry experiments. The realization and
verification of the above effects depend on the high level of
control of the quantum dynamics and the very high mea-
surement efficiency that is accessible in ion traps. Our
work sets out a series of novel goals for ion trap research
that are more accessible than full-scale quantum informa-
tion processing.
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